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Abstract 
 

Finding the right path is a key aspect for successful navigation through the environment, with               
technologies such as the Global Positioning System (GPS) having improved this. However,            
human navigators can still be met with incorrect information either from devices or peers.              
The literature on how individuals then successfully navigate is limited. The current study             
attempts to fill in some of the gaps, assessing both individual and group differences. The               
navigation performance of twenty-five young adults was tested using a Virtual Environment            
(VE) built with Unreal Engine 4. Participants’ self-assessment of spatial ability, trait anxiety,             
and wayfinding preferences was further assessed through a series of pre- and post-test             
measures. Using quantitative data analysis, no significant differences in wayfinding strategies           
when given incorrect information were found and furthermore there was no interaction            
between trait anxiety and navigational performance. However, participants in general          
experienced increased difficulty when the incorrect information given was with regards to            
landmarks. Furthermore, males had decreased accuracy compared to females but only when            
given incorrect turn information. Even with this lower performance in terms of accuracy,             
males still rated themselves higher with regards to spatial ability. These results are             
particularly interesting for human navigation research and might be used to improve            
GPS-devices or other technology used for navigation (e.g. taking into account gender            
differences). Further research is needed due to some limitations present in the current study              
including a limited sample size. 

Keywords: human navigation, wayfinding behaviour, VE, gender differences 

Abstrakt 

Att hitta rätt väg är grunden för att lyckas hitta rätt väg genom sin omgivning och modern                 
teknologi som GPSen (Global positioning system) har förbättrat detta. Dock så kan en             
mänsklig navigatör fortfarande presenteras med felaktig information, vare sig det är från            
teknologiska enheter eller andra individer. Den litteratur som är tillgänglig angående hur folk             
anpassar sig till detta och ändå försöker finna rätt väg är begränsad. Denna studie är till för att                  
fylla denna kunskapslucka, både på individuell och gruppnivå. 25 unga vuxnas navigation            
förmågor undersöktes med hjälp av en virtuell miljö skapad i Unreal Engine 4. Deltagarna              
själv utvärderade också sina spatiala förmågor, ångestbenägenhet samt preferenser när det           
kommer till att utforska och hitta rätt väg. Något som i sin tur komplementerades både före                
och efter själva experimentet. Kvantitativ dataanalys uppvisade inga märkbara skillnader i           
navigerings strategier när felaktig information hade getts och ingen koppling kunde etableras            
mellan ångestbenägenhet och prestation. Det fanns dock en trend i upplevda svårigheter när             
felaktig information angående milstolpar angavs. Män presterade sämre med lägre precision           
än kvinnor vid missvisande information om svängtillfälle. Män trots detta hade männen en             
tendens att betygsätta sin spatiala förmåga högre än kvinnor. Dessa resultat är av specifikt              
intresse för forskning inom navigation och kan användas till att förbättra GPS-enheter samt             
annan teknologi som utnyttjas för liknande syften (t.ex. för att ta hänsyn till             
könsskillnaderna). Men mer forskning krävs på grund av vissa begränsningar i           
undersökningen, inklusive en begränsad provstorlek.  

Nyckelord: Männsklig navigering, VE, könsskillnader 
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“Can someone tell me the way”  
A study on human wayfinding behaviour under incorrect information 

 
Spatial navigation in humans has been defined as an individual's ability to travel             

between two points safely, efficiently, and independently (Edwards, Emmerson, Namdeo,          
Blythe, & Guo, 2016). Indeed, it is a skill that has always been necessary, as the ability to                  
learn and successfully remember spatial locations is an adaptive one that at earlier points in               
history was crucial for survival (Bannerman et al., 2014). It remains a skill that can prove                
advantageous in particular situations, however, it has also become apparent in recent years             
that due to advances in technology and a rise in the development of navigational devices such                
as Global Positioning Systems (GPS), that good spatial ability may not be as much of a                
necessity as it used to be. Regardless, some form of spatial ability is still a requirement to                 
successfully and efficiently navigate through life, even if this is something as simple as              
remembering where your favourite coffee shop is or advising a friend on how to find you in a                  
restaurant. Thus, despite the decline in the threat that impaired spatial ability would have              
previously had upon our survival, it remains a skill that is ingrained in our daily lives. 

With the decrease in the need for high levels of spatial ability in tasks such as driving,                 
comes the rise in the development and usage of navigational technology. Indeed, previous             
research has highlighted that 61% of typical drivers use navigational devices to travel to              
familiar destinations, with common inputs consisting of shopping locations and friends           
houses (Lo, Green, & Franzblau, 2011). This increased usage of navigational devices to             
access even familiar and learned routes outlines the need to take into account different              
environmental factors and navigational strategies, as people are becoming increasingly reliant           
upon navigational technology. Thus, there is a demand for devices to work as efficiently and               
accurately as possible to navigate a user towards their intended destination, however this             
cannot always be done infallibly as our surroundings and environment are always changing             
and an individual’s tendency to become confused or disoriented in unfamiliar environments            
can happen regardless of completely correct directions. It has been found that when             
individuals follow incorrect or imprecise information and become lost or misled, they often             
change their navigational strategy in order to effectively reach their final destination (Foo,             
Warren, Duchon, & Tarr, 2005). Therefore, navigational devices must take into account how             
to adapt to a user becoming lost or confused, or perhaps assess the best way to prevent this                  
from happening based on a person's preferred navigational strategy. In order for navigational             
devices to reach maximum efficiency, they must be able to take into consideration both the               
individual's original preference for a particular strategy, and subsequently whether this           
strategy then changes under conditions of stress or uncertainty- thus changing how they             
follow the instructions they are given to reach their final destination.  
 
Wayfinding Strategies and Incorrect Information 
 

When someone is navigating through an environment they usually make their           
decisions or carry out actions based on spatial cues. Spatial cues consist of information that               
has been gathered from different sensory modalities in order to create a representation of the               
environment to enable an individual to successfully navigate towards their final destination.            
These cues are usually either allocentric (other-centered) or egocentric (self-centered) in           
nature (Bannerman et al., 2014), and previous research has found that allocentric and             
egocentric spatial cues are both encoded differently. Allocentric spatial coding has been            
shown to rely more on external objects in the environment such as landmarks, whereas              
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egocentric spatial coding relies more on turn-based information (Karimpur, Röser, &           
Hamburger 2016). Karimpur et al. (2016) highlight that individuals have been shown to differ              
in preferred navigational strategy with strategy often affecting performance, indeed, the           
strategy itself will determine which spatial cues navigators place most weight on and may              
ultimately affect how efficiently they navigate towards their final destination. 

Directions given during wayfinding may not always be accurate, this may be due to              
incongruent directions, ambiguity, or uncertainty in the directions being followed in which            
navigators are then required to exert increased mental effort and address this mismatch in              
order to navigate towards their final goal (Tomko & Richter, 2015). In order to design               
navigation technologies that can effectively get users to their final destination, navigational            
technologies need to take into account how their users may behave during periods of              
uncertainty or when faced with environments that are unfamiliar (Taylor, Brunyé, & Taylor,             
2008), and thus they need to take into account how strategies may change or be adapted.                
Previous research has suggested that individuals possess a strong reliance on landmarks when             
navigating (Klippel & Winter, 2005), however by consequence this means that any errors or              
ambiguities in landmark information may ultimately reduce performance or wayfinding          
ability and in this situation a landmark-based strategy would lead to less efficient or              
successful navigation.  

According to Brunyé et al. (2015), good route instructions provide minimal and            
essential landmark information and an accurate link between the landmarks mentioned and            
the actions that are to be followed. Contrastingly, uncertain route directions are said to be               
when the landmarks move or when the landmark mentioned is incorrect, the turn information              
is incorrect, or the navigator fails to recall the correct information. They further suggest that               
under periods of spatial uncertainty, GPS navigational devices are considered as more            
reliable with regards to turn-based information, whereas information given by humans is            
considered more reliable in terms of landmark-based information. Indeed, despite routine           
updates in navigational information via GPS and programmes such as Google Maps, there             
still exists room for error. In real life scenarios, individuals may not receive clear route               
instructions when navigating however remain capable of successfully navigating to their final            
destination. This concept is termed ‘defensive wayfinding’, where navigators are forced to            
undertake a particular type of problem solving as they are presented with incongruent route              
directions or a ‘mismatch’ of information that does not meet their experience of the              
environment (Tomko & Richter, 2015). During defensive wayfinding, individuals usually          
lose trust in previous route directions and are thus forced to approach them more cautiously.  

Brunyé et al. (2015) outline two main strategies employed by navigators during            
wayfinding, landmark-based or turn-based, finding that people tend to prefer one strategy            
over the other and that few individuals shift strategy during navigation. Landmarks have been              
identified as crucial in identifying significant marker points along a particular route, and the              
term landmark is used to refer to an object that is visually salient and that can also be easily                   
identified (Götze & Boye, 2015). Karimpur et al. (2016) find that people mainly rely on               
landmarks when they are trying to navigate backwards from their original path (i.e. finding              
the return path), in particular if the landmarks have advantageous qualities such as clear              
visibility and structural salience. Indeed, the type of landmark that is present during             
wayfinding can often have implications for route learning, as not all environmental cues can              
be treated as landmarks. It has been found that environmental cues that are located at decision                
points are the most reliable and lead to improvements in speed during wayfinding (Janzen,              
2006). However, previous research (Foo et al., 2005) has found that when landmark             
information is unreliable or perhaps unclear users may be forced to revert to turn-based              
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strategies during wayfinding. If this is the case then any improvements in performance due to               
landmark-based navigation would be compromised by deviations in landmark appearance or           
positioning, which would have implications for the wayfinding strategy chosen. Moreover,           
Götze and Boye point out that landmarks are not always preferred as a strategy when people                
are navigating in real world environments, finding that relative directions (left/right/straight)           
can often work better than landmarks. Indeed, previous research has also found that cardinal              
directions improve both speed and accuracy when navigating (Hund & Minarik, 2006), and             
thus findings regarding which strategy is more advantageous are somewhat conflicting. 
 
Differences in Spatial Navigation 
 

It has been hypothesised that there exists a ‘cognitive map’ in the hippocampus             
(O’Keefe & Nadel, 1979), and central to this hypothesis is that allocentric spatial coding (or               
the individual's ability to form a cognitive map of the environment around them) is dependent               
on the hippocampus, which has been further reinforced in recent research (Parizkova et al.,              
2018). However, this role of the hippocampus in allocentric spatial coding has implications             
for individuals who may already be facing high cognitive demands or hippocampal            
abnormalities. For example, it has been highlighted that individuals with reduced cognitive            
resources may face increased difficulty in implementing landmarks into their cognitive map            
(Edwards et al., 2016) and thus both spatial ability and spatial strategies may change              
depending on many factors. The two that will be addressed here are gender and anxiety               
differences.  
 

Gender. There have been several differences that reportedly play a role in spatial             
navigation ability and perhaps one of the most prominent is gender differences with some              
studies regarding spatial navigation going so far as to exclude female participants (Thoresen             
et al., 2016). Indeed, gender differences have been found to not only affect spatial ability, but                
more specifically they affect strategies used by participants during spatial tasks. Lawton            
(1994) used self-report measures and found that women were more likely to choose a route               
based strategy relying on information such as landmarks whereas men relied more on an              
orientation strategy, favouring turn-based information. They also found that participants who           
reported an orientation strategy had increased positive perception of their spatial ability            
compared to participants who favoured route based strategies, whereas those participants who            
had a low perception of spatial ability, were also more likely to have spatial anxiety. By                
consequence, most male participants had a positive perception of their spatial ability whereas             
most female participants were more likely to have increased spatial anxiety. Furthermore,            
gender differences have been found with regards to mental rotation tasks, and it has been               
reported that differences are highest in groups that have low spatial ability to begin with but                
that differences are significantly reduced after spatial training via a digital game (Yang &              
Chen, 2010). It is suggested that gender difference may be specific to a lack of practice or                 
perhaps less opportunity to partake in spatial tasks in females in comparison to their male               
counterparts.  

Anxiety. Furthermore, anxiety has been suggested to impair spatial navigation          
performance due to the role of the hippocampus in both spatial navigation and anxiety as both                
have been suggested to compete for the same resources (Bannerman et al., 2014). The              
hippocampus has previously been implicated in several emotions, one in particular being            
anxiety. Herrero, Sandi, and Venero (2006) found that individual differences in anxiety in             
rats led to impaired spatial orientation during a stressful spatial task. They provide evidence              
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that the anxiety expressed by the rats is more reflective of trait anxiety- which is the                
individual tendency to be more anxious in nature- rather than state anxiety- which is feeling               
anxious during a specific moment in time- according to the previous behaviour of the rats.               
Moreover, they found that there was a close interaction between trait anxiety and the rats               
learning abilities in stressful navigation tasks which suggests that individuals with high levels             
of trait anxiety may perform worse in defensive wayfinding than individuals with low trait              
anxiety. 

However, Bannerman et al. (2014) also highlight that the areas of the hippocampus             
responsible for anxiety and spatial navigation differ, as dorsal hippocampal lesions have been             
found to negatively affect spatial memory whereas ventral hippocampal lesions have been            
found to have implications for anxiety. They highlight that the precise role that the              
hippocampus has in both memory and anxiety must be reconsidered as despite this double              
dissociation in the hippocampus, behaviour in spatial memory tasks and anxiety tests may be              
dependent upon a hippocampal algorithm of sorts. Indeed, they further propose that the same              
transmitters in the hippocampus that play a role in anxiety and spatial memory, also have a                
crucial role in detecting and resolving conflict, uncertainty, or competing behavioural goals.            
They ultimately state that the hippocampus’ role in memory must also be explained in terms               
of its role in anxiety, to provide a unifying account of the two. Furthermore, anxious people                
have been found to differ in terms of strategy in particular suffering with landmark-based              
navigation strategies (Winter, 2016), and thus there is a reason to believe that anxiety may               
affect both performance and strategy used in spatial navigation. 
 
Rationale and Aims 
 

Limited research has been conducted regarding wayfinding strategies when given          
incorrect information, however, the studies that have been conducted show differences in            
wayfinding strategies during periods of spatial uncertainty (Brunyé et al., 2015). Previous            
research has implicated trait anxiety in other spatial navigation tasks such as mental rotation              
ability and map-based route learning (Thoresen et al., 2016) along with gender differences in              
preferred strategy and performance (Lawton, 1994). This study will investigate the           
wayfinding strategies used by individuals under periods of spatial uncertainty involving           
incorrect information; situations that often occur in real life whether it be through incorrect              
GPS instructions or due to the fallibility of human directions. Results would have             
implications for GPS devices or self-driving cars and perhaps information these devices            
should take into account with regards to the wayfinding strategies employed during stressful             
situations by individuals with both high and low levels of trait anxiety. Furthermore, this              
information will provide insight into individual differences in spatial navigation and whether            
strategies change as a result of these differences. Three main research questions will be              
addressed: 

● What wayfinding strategies are employed by individuals who are faced with incorrect            
information, and do these wayfinding strategies affect their navigational performance? 

● Do any gender differences exist in individuals’ navigational performance, the          
wayfinding strategies they use, or their self-assessment of their spatial ability?  

● How does trait anxiety affect navigational performance when individuals are faced           
with incorrect information?  
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Method 

 
Participants 
 

Participants were recruited via social media platforms (Messenger, Whatsapp).         
Recruitment consisted of 29 young adults (13 females, 16 males) of different nationalities. 4              
participants were excluded based on either a previous or present diagnosis of neurological or              
psychiatric disorders. There were 25 final participants (12 females, 13 males, mean age=             
24.56 years). Participants met the criteria of normal or corrected-to-normal vision. They were             
informed by text message of the length of the experiment and given a brief description of                
what they would have to do, and were given the possibility to choose a time slot to participate                  
in the experiment. A day before the experiment, a reminder of the time and location was sent                 
to participants. After the experiment, participants were offered some tea, coffee, and biscuits             
as a token of appreciation.  
 
Instruments and Materials 
 

Pre-Test Questionnaires. Participants were asked to complete the Santa Barbara          
Sense-of-Direction Scale (Appendix A1) which assessed their environmental spatial ability.          
Hegarty, Richardson, Montello, Lovelace, and Subbiah (2002) demonstrate this scale has           
high internal consistency and high test-retest reliability. Participants also completed the           
State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) Questionnaire (Appendix A2). The questionnaire has          
high internal consistency and test-reliability (Spielberg, 1983; Zhang et al., 2016). The            
questionnaire assessed levels of state and trait anxiety in the participants so that this could be                
analyzed post-test to assess if these significantly impacted performance during the           
experimental task. All questionnaires were administered via Google Forms in the           
experimental room before the navigational task. 

Navigation Task. Participants navigated through a VE created using “Unreal Engine           
4” from Epic Games. Unreal Engine 4 is a creation engine mostly used for developing video                
games. It was chosen due to its realistic graphics, “strong rendering performance” (Chen,             
Wang, & Wu, 2017, p.1389), and an extensive set of available tools (Sheverev & Kozlova,               
2018). Furthermore, the use of a Blueprints option eliminates “necessity for knowledge of             
programming skills” (Sheverev & Kozlove, 2018, p.100) making Unreal Engine 4 more            
accessible and user-friendly. The VE built using Unreal Engine 4 consists of a town-like              
model with roads, buildings, and intersections (Figure 1). 

The buildings were placed along the sides of roads and made use of 10 main textures                
that were chosen due to their differing colours and differing brick imitations so that the               
environment was not overly repetitive or the participants got easily bored (Appendix B1) and              
for this reason these buildings were evenly spread throughout the environment to mimic a              
town or suburban city, with differing road lengths throughout each trial to prevent learning              
effects or repetition. It has been found in previous research that environmental cues located at               
decision points are a key component for performance during wayfinding (Janzen, 2006), for             
this reason landmarks were used as environmental cues and these were placed at the              
intersections which acted as decision points. This was to avoid any confounds in participant              
performance during wayfinding in the trials containing only correct information. 
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Figure 1: Images of Developed Virtual Environment including a view from above, and the 
navigators view from the intersection point. 

  
Moreover, Stankiewicz and Kalia (2007) outline that landmarks should have three           

main properties in terms of experimental studies: (1) persistence as the landmark should             
continuously be in the same place if the participant tries to find it again; (2) salience as                 
landmarks should stand out from other buildings or be distinctive; (3) informativeness as             
landmarks should provide the participants with information that is relevant to the task in              
question and how they should navigate from that point. Based on these three points,              
landmarks were positioned clearly at each intersection to inform the participant that they             
needed to make a decision with regards to the task in question (Figure 2). Furthermore, the                
shape of the landmark differed in proportion to the other buildings to increase salience.              
Landmarks included a series of public buildings, restaurants, and commercial buildings (20 in             
total; see Appendix B2 for landmark textures used). Landmarks were checked for familiarity,             
specificity, and visibility (Burnett, Smith, & May, 2001; Edwards et al., 2016) in pilot testing               
that was conducted before experimental sessions took place. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Diagram showing the layout of one of the eight experimental trials, with landmarks 
positioned clearly at each intersection. 
 

The navigation task consisted of 8 trials, each with 4 intersections that were             
associated with four different landmarks and a final goal/landmark that participants had to             
reach. Participants were given a leaflet of instructions including a series of directions             
instructing them how to navigate towards the final landmark or goal. Fog was added with               
identical density in each trial to limit the visibility of landmarks in the distance as this may                 
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have inadvertently impacted performance before the participants had the chance to reach their             
own decisions. All landmarks were repeated twice during the entire experimental session and             
each time they were presented in a different position in the trials to avoid memory effects                
(tot. 40 landmarks for the eight trials = 32 landmarks associated with intersections + 8               
landmarks that are goals/final destinations).  

A similar number of turns (“right”, “left”, “straight”) were also used in the written              
instructions to avoid memory and association (i.e. a specific landmark with a specific turn)              
effects. The following is an example of written instructions given to participants for             
completing one of the eight trials: “The goal is to find ICA. Go straight until you reach the                  
Church, then turn left. Keep going then turn right at the Apotek. Go straight until you see the                  
Post Office then turn right. Keep going straight past the McDonalds, and keep straight until               
you reach ICA.” (see Appendix C for the complete list of written directions). The 8 trials                
included either incorrect landmark directions, incorrect turn-based directions, or only correct           
directions. Half of the eight trials were correct while other half contained incorrect             
information, and in these incorrect trials half contained incorrect landmark information and            
half contained incorrect turn information (tot. 8 trials = 4 correct trials + 4 incorrect trials: 2                 
incorrect landmark and 2 incorrect turn). Furthermore, in the incorrect trials only one of the               
directions was incorrect to avoid an excess of confusion in finishing the experimental task              
(i.e. the directions regarding only one intersection were incorrect, whereas the directions for             
the other 3 intersections remained correct). The order of which intersection contained the             
incorrect information alternated in each incorrect trial (e.g. for the first trial the second              
intersection was wrong, while for the fifth trial the incorrect information was given at the               
fourth intersection) in order to further avoid any learning effects. 

In addition to this, the directions involved a balance with regards to the order of               
mention, whether the landmark was mentioned first or the turn was mentioned first in the               
instructions was balanced based on previous research by Brunyé et al. (2015), this was to               
control for any potential effects of order of mention and this was carried out for both the                 
correct and the incorrect instructions. Participants completed the navigation task from a            
first-person perspective on an HP LA2405wg 24-inch Widescreen LCD Monitor connected to            
an HP Elitedesk 800 G1 computer in an assigned room at the university. They used the                
mouse and keypad (arrow cursor keys) to navigate towards the final landmark, and once they               
reached this they were instructed to pass through a sphere that would automatically bring              
them to the next trial.  

During the experiment, screen-capture software OBS Studio was used to record           
participant performance during the trials, as data was collected regarding the time (measured             
in total time taken) and the overall accuracy (measured in the total number of turns taken) at                 
which participants completed all 8 experimental trials. 

 
Procedure 
 

Participants arrived at a pre-booked room where a computer with the installed            
software was set up. Before the experimental task began, they were asked to read and sign a                 
consent form (Appendix D), informing them of the basic experimental procedure and that             
they have the right to withdraw from the experiment at any point. The consent form also                
assured them that all data collected would be anonymous and only used for the experiment in                
question. The participants were then asked to complete the pre-test questionnaires on Google             
forms. After these measures participants completed a short (60-65 seconds) training           
navigation of the VE (similar to the experimental trials but with only one intersection) and               
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one of the researchers guided the participant on how to use the navigation buttons,              
confirming that they are satisfied with their ability to navigate before the experimental task              
began. Participants were randomly assigned to 4 different sequences (I, II, III, IV) in the               
ordering of the trials, this was to assess for any ordering effects of the trials (Table 1). As                  
close to an equal number of participants as possible were assigned to each order.  
 
Table 1 
 
Ordering sequences of each trial to avoid order effects. 

S 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

I C IL C IT C IT IL C 

II IL IT C C IL C IT C 

III C IT IL C IT C C IL 

IV IT C IL C C IL IT C 

Note. Sequence= S, Correct Trial= C, Incorrect Landmark Trial= IL, Incorrect Turn Trial= IT 
 

Participants then began the experimental task. They were asked to navigate through a             
series of 8 trials, navigating through intersections and ultimately finding their final            
goal/landmark (e.g. a souvenir shop). Depending on the order of the trials, participants were              
given a sheet of directions instructing them how to navigate to the final landmark.              
Participants were not aware that any of the directions they were receiving would be incorrect.               
They were asked to navigate as best they can without asking for assistance from the               
researchers, however, if they found the task too difficult or had any issues during the               
experiment that they could not resolve independently, they were advised that one of the              
researchers would be present whom they could ask for assistance. Once each trial was              
completed, they automatically proceeded to the next trial. At the end of the navigation task,               
the 3 post-test questions were asked to the participants. The experiment including the pre-test              
questionnaires and post-test questions lasted approximately 45 minutes depending on          
individual participant performance, with each trial lasting approximately 2-5 minutes. After           
each experimental session, data was stored securely in a password protected file that only the               
researchers have access to. 

 
Data Analysis 
 

Wayfinding Strategies. During the data analysis it was required that the researchers            
interpreted whether the strategies used during the periods of spatial uncertainty were            
landmark- or turn-based, however, due to limited literature there were no clear expectations             
of what this data would show and a limited outline of how to interpret these strategies. Using                 
the video software the researchers manually recorded which strategy was used when the             
participants reached the point at which they had received the incorrect information, and the              
strategies they used to then successfully navigate to the goal after realising that the              
information was incorrect. Wayfinding strategy interpretation was defined before beginning          
the video analysis.  

The two main wayfinding strategies defined were landmark-based and turn-based          
strategies following previous research conducted by Brunyé and colleagues (2015). A           
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landmark-based strategy is when individuals show (even unconsciously) to rely          
predominantly on landmarks as opposed to turns for their wayfinding behaviour. A            
turn-based strategy is contrastingly when individuals rely more on turns for their navigation.             
A participant was determined to have a landmark-based strategy if they relied on landmarks              
in more instances than on turns (2+) for completing the 4 incorrect trials of the navigation                
task. They were determined to be following a turn-based strategy if they relied more often on                
turns, or were shown to follow a combination of both strategies if there was no difference                
recorded with regards to favouring turns or landmarks (i.e. equal number of landmark-based             
and turn-based strategies in the 4 incorrect trials).  

The following are two examples for describing in details wayfinding strategy           
interpretation operated in the present study. The instructions for one of the incorrect landmark              
information stated: “The goal is to find Forex Bank. Go straight and turn right at the Music                 
Shop. Keep going until the Burger King, and then turn left. Keep going straight, and turn                
right at McGinley’s Pub. Keep going until the Bike Shop and then turn left. Go straight until                 
you reach Forex Bank.”. However, there is no Bike Shop at the fourth intersection instead               
participant finds the Pizza Restaurant (i.e. an incorrect landmark). Once the participant            
realizes the incorrect information (i.e. that a Pizza Restaurant is present instead of a Bike               
Shop), they start to apply their wayfinding strategies. If in this example the participant turned               
left at the decision point (the intersection) then it was determined they were following a               
turn-based strategy as they ignore the incorrect landmark and they just follow the turn,              
however if the participant continued straight, passing the incorrect landmark, then it was             
determined that they were following landmark-based strategies as they were presumably           
searching for the correct landmark mentioned in the instructions. On the other hand, if the               
participant turned right it was determined to be neither of the two strategies and possibly a                
result of confusion, and if they turned around and started moving backwards it was again               
determined that they were following a landmark-based strategy as they were most likely             
searching for the landmark given in the instructions, thinking perhaps that they had             
previously passed it.  

Moreover, instructions for one of the incorrect trials containing incorrect turn-based           
information stated: “The goal is to find Burger King. Go straight and when you see The Ivy                 
Bookshop, keep going straight. Keep going straight and turn left at the Apotek. Keep going               
straight until the Pizza Restaurant then turn left. Keep going straight and then turn left at the                 
Post Office. Go straight until you reach the Burger King.”. However, the left turn at the third                 
intersection led to nothing but a wall. Once the incorrect information is realised (i.e. they               
reach the wall), participants started to apply their wayfinding strategies. If before this             
information is realised the participant turned left, this was not determined to be following any               
strategy as they are simply following the written instructions, however if they go back and               
keep trying the left turn once they have realised the incorrect information then this is               
determined to be a turn-based strategy as they are persisting with the left turn even when they                 
have realised it is incorrect. If the participants turn right after following the incorrect left turn                
then they were determined to be following landmark-based strategies on the presumption that             
they realise the landmark is probably correct and there are likely some issues with the turn. If                 
the participant goes straight after the incorrect left turn then this was determined to be               
turn-based as they were deemed to still be looking for a left turn, and if they turned back                  
down their original path then this was also determined to be turn-based as they knew the                
landmark was correct but were continuing to look for a left turn that they may have                
previously missed. 
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The wayfinding strategy interpretation presented above follows Brunyé’s and         
colleagues’ paper (2015) the only difference being that the current study uses intersections             
with four possible routes to follow, and thus more navigational possibilities for participants.             
Both researchers agreed on these interpretations with regards to wayfinding strategies before            
starting the video analysis. Furthermore, the first four videos corresponding to the navigation             
performance of the first four participants were analysed by both researchers to cross-validate             
the wayfinding strategy interpretation.  

Post-test Questions. In addition to the above materials, participants were asked a            
series of 3 questions post-test that were not used quantitatively but rather informed some of               
the discussion surrounding the results, and to aid the data analysis. The questions were as               
followed; (1) Did you feel like you were using any kind of strategies at all when navigating                 
the environment? (2) If yes, did you feel like these strategies changed as the experiment               
progressed? (3) Did your confidence and trust in the directions change as the experiment              
progressed? 
 

Results 
 
Descriptive Statistics and Initial Analysis 
 

Data analysis was conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics. After conducting some           
initial descriptive statistics (Table 2) and looking at the data distribution, most of the data was                
shown not to have a normal distribution and so non-parametric tests were used for the               
analysis. As mentioned, overall accuracy was measured in terms of the total number of turns               
taken, and time was measured in terms of total time (Seconds) taken to complete all 8                
experimental trials.  
 
Table 2 
  
Descriptives statistics for key variables. Median used as the descriptive measure due to the 
non-parametric data. 

Variable Median Range N 

Spatial Ability Rating 4.60 3.80 25 

Time (Seconds) 749 893 25 

Overall Accuracy (8 Trials) 46 29 25 

Accuracy Incorrect Turn Trials 12 9 25 

Accuracy Incorrect Landmark Trials 15 29 25 

State Anxiety Rating 27 32 25 

Trait Anxiety Rating 35 41 25 
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Performance and Strategies 
 

Statistical analyses were conducted regarding performance and wayfinding strategies         
in order to address the first research question; what wayfinding strategies are employed by              
individuals who are faced with incorrect information, and do these wayfinding strategies            
affect their navigational performance?  

First conducted was an analysis of whether strategy chosen affected performance in            
terms of time taken to complete the 8 trials and also in terms of overall accuracy. A                 
Mann-Whitney test indicated that performance with time did not differ between participants            
who used mainly landmark-based strategy (15 Participants; Mdn= 744) and participants who            
used a combination of both landmark- and turn-based strategies (10 Participants; Mdn= 766),             
U= 89, p= .437. Furthermore, accuracy did not differ between participants who used mainly              
landmark-based strategy (Mdn= 43) and participants who used a combination of both            
landmark- and turn-based strategies (Mdn= 46), U= 93, p= .315, which suggests that strategy              
chosen did not affect overall navigational performance. 

There were no differences in accuracy in the incorrect turn trials between participants             
who chose mostly a landmark-based strategy (Mdn= 12) compared to participants who chose             
an equal amount of landmark- and turn-based strategies (Mdn= 13) U= 107.50, p= .066.              
Moreover, there were no differences in accuracy in the incorrect landmark trials between             
participants who chose mostly a landmark-based strategy (Mdn= 14) compared to participants            
who chose an equal amount of landmark- and turn-based strategies (Mdn= 15.50) U= 81.50,              
p= .717, indicating that strategy chosen did not affect performance during trials that involved              
incorrect information. 

Spearman's correlation analysis showed that participants’ overall accuracy was         
associated with their accuracy in the incorrect landmark trials (rs(25)= .66, p < .001) however               
not with their accuracy in the incorrect turn trials (rs(25)= .32, p = .114), suggesting that                
participants performed worse in terms of accuracy in the incorrect landmark trials compared             
to the incorrect turn trials (See Table 2). How participants rated themselves did not affect               
how they performed in terms of accuracy (rs(25)= .04, p= .859), or in terms of time taken to                  
complete the 8 trials (rs(25)= .088, p= .675). 

There was no statistical difference between the subsets that participants were assigned            
to in order to avoid ordering effects with regards to time taken to complete the 8 trials (H(3)=                  
2.96, p= .398) or accuracy (H(3)= 1.68, p= .642). 
 
Gender 
 

Statistical analyses were also conducted to address the second research question; do            
any gender differences exist in individuals’ navigational performance, the wayfinding          
strategies they use, or the self-assessment of their spatial ability?  

First assessed were gender differences in navigational performance, with a           
Mann-Whitney test indicating that accuracy was better in females (12 female participants;            
Mdn= 41.50) than males (13 male participants; Mdn= 46), U= 119, p= .025, r= 0.45. There                
were no differences found in terms of time taken to complete the 8 trials in females (Mdn=                 
760) compared to males (Mdn= 749), U= 72, p= .744.  

The research question also encompasses whether gender influences preferred         
navigational strategy. A Chi-Square test of independence was calculated comparing gender           
differences in preference for a landmark-based strategy (9 females; 6 males) or an equal              
combination of landmark- and turn-based strategies (3 females; 7 males). No significant            
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interaction was found (X2(1)= 2.16, p= .141). However, males (Mdn= 13) did perform             
significantly worse than females (Mdn= 12) with regards to accuracy in the incorrect turn              
trials (U= 114.50, p= .043, r= 0.40) (Figure 3), with no difference in accuracy between males                
(Mdn=16) and females (Mdn= 14) in the incorrect landmark trials (U= 92.50, p= .427). This               
suggests that although there were no significant differences in overall strategy chosen,            
performance differences existed with regards to the trials that included incorrect turn-based            
information with male performance being negatively affected in these trials. 
 

 
Figure 3. Accuracy in incorrect turn trials in females compared to males, showing that males               
required higher overall turns to find the final goal. 
 

Additionally assessed as part of the second research question was whether gender            
differences existed with regards to how participants rate their spatial ability. Indeed, it was              
found that this rating was greater in males (Mdn= 4.93) compared to females (Mdn= 3.73),               
U= 114.50, p = .047, r = 0.40 (Figure 4).  
 

 
Figure 4. Box-plot showing gender differences between how males and females rated 
themselves in terms of spatial ability. 
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A Mann-Whitney test indicated that participants self reported scores of trait anxiety (4             
males with moderate-high trait anxiety, 3 females) were no different in males (Mdn= 33)              
compared to females (Mdn= 35), U= 69, p= .623. There were also no differences in               
self-reported scores of state anxiety in males (Mdn= 26) compared to females (Mdn= 30.50),              
U= 49.50, p= .119. 

 
Anxiety 
 

Lastly addressed in the statistical analysis was the third research question; how does             
trait anxiety affect navigational performance when individuals are faced with incorrect           
information?  

Based on the results of the study, how participants rated themselves in terms of trait               
anxiety (7 participants with moderate-high trait-anxiety; 18 with low trait-anxiety) did not            
affect their accuracy (rs(25)= - .10, p = .644) or their time taken to complete the trials (rs(25)=                  
.106, p = .613). Furthermore, how participants rated themselves in terms of trait anxiety did               
not affect how they rated their spatial ability (rs(25)= - .20, p = .329). However, due to the                  
small sample size these results should be interpreted with caution, as only 7 participants              
presented with moderate-high levels of trait-anxiety which may have impacted levels of            
statistical significance. 
 

Discussion 
 

The current paper presents a study on human navigation with a focus on wayfinding              
behaviour when faced with incorrect information. The navigational performance of 25 young            
adults was assessed in a VE navigation task. Participants followed written instructions with             
the aim of finding a final goal (i.e. final destination/building). Some of these instructions              
were purposely incorrect, either with regards to the landmark or the turn, in order to assess                
navigators preferred strategy under the incorrect information. Individual and group          
differences were further analyzed during the navigation task, in particular differences in            
gender, anxiety levels, and whether strategy affected performance. 

The study found four main results, that will be discussed in the present section.              
Incorrect landmark trials resulted in a significantly worse performance in terms of accuracy             
(rs(25)= .66, p < .001), as overall participants faced increased impairment when landmark             
information was incorrect compared to when the turn information was. This result is             
supported by previous literature that highlights individuals’ reliance on landmarks during           
human navigation (Brunyé et al., 2015; Götze & Boye, 2015; Karimpur et al., 2016; Jain et                
al., 2017). Indeed, when presented with landmark errors or inaccuracies, navigation is            
affected significantly more than when the same situation occurs with turn information.            
However, important to note here is that this result with incorrect landmark trials might also be                
an implication of the design of the VE. This may be due to the importance placed on                 
landmarks during the trials as they were positioned clearly and prominently at intersections             
which may not always be the case in real life navigation. This may have led to greater                 
confusion when participants were faced with incorrect landmark information, leading to a            
decrease in accuracy as participants required more turns to reach their goal. 

A further finding suggests that males show less accuracy than females during the             
navigational task (U= 119, p= .025, r= 0.46). This result may indicate that males are less                
accurate when it comes to environmental navigation, even though they maintain the same             
time taken to complete the trials as females. Furthermore, males performed worse than             
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females specifically in the incorrect turn trials (U= 114.50, p= .043, r= 0.41) (Figure 3). This                
result may suggest that males struggle more than females when turn-based information is             
incorrect, and this is supported by previous research that highlights that males are more likely               
to favour orientation based strategies and rely more on turns when navigating in comparison              
to females (Lawton, 1994). A further possibility may be that males are generally less careful               
and accurate in their navigation perhaps due to an overconfidence in their spatial ability.              
Indeed, males rated themselves greater than females with regards to spatial ability (U=             
114.50, p = .047, r = 0.41) (Figure 4) and this result may indicate that males are generally                  
more confident than females when it comes to assessing their navigational skills, a result              
which is confirmed in previous literature (Edwards et al., 2016; Lawton, 1994). However as              
stated, these self-ratings did not match their actual performance in terms of accuracy in the               
navigation task. Thus, it seems there is a tendency for males to overestimate their spatial               
ability, as if we were to rely solely on the self-rated spatial scores we would determine male                 
participants should be significantly better navigators. Contrary to this, their performance in            
the VE did not relate their self-reports, reflecting a disadvantage in terms of accuracy for               
males compared to females even if performance with regards to time taken did not              
significantly differ. This overconfidence may have led to less caution in males while             
navigating the VE, resulting in significant differences in accuracy in reaching their final goal. 

Important to note are some of the responses observed for the post-test questions,             
which were not collected for quantitative analysis but rather to note any interesting             
observations. Indeed, many participants maintained that they were not following any           
particular strategy during the experiment, stating that although their confidence and trust in             
the directions changed they had no option but to continue to follow the written directions.               
This is consistent with the results observed as participants either chose predominantly            
landmark-based strategies or an equal balance of landmark- and turn-based strategies, and            
participants overall strategy did not affect their performance in the trials. It was noticed that               
some participants also initially failed to distinguish between when the incorrect information            
was landmark- or turn-based, with many only noticing that it was indeed incorrect but not               
necessarily the nature of the error. This latter point could have more to do with the confusion                 
that participants faced during the incorrect trials, with many participants requiring more than             
one attempt to correct for the error.  

A few limitations were associated with the present study, the first being that the              
design of the VE may have influenced participants’ performance. In fact, Hund and Minarik              
(2006) report that “the structure of the environment shapes navigation” (p.196). In the present              
study the shape of the VE, in particular how the intersections were designed, may have               
affected participants’ navigational decisions or may have dramatically worsened their          
performance due to there being 4 possible options. Moreover, the design of the VE limited               
data collection and analysis as it was not possible to compare differences with regards to the                
time taken to complete each trial in individuals, as the length of each trial was slightly                
different. However, the researchers assessed that the design of the intersections is not so              
different to the options that humans encounter on a daily basis, and the length of each                
experimental trial was different in order to avoid any potential learning effects and to avoid               
participants becoming tired or disinterested in the task.  

Secondly, how the navigational directions were given to participants may have been a             
problem as Hund and Minarik seem to suggest (Hund & Minarik, 2006, p.196). Indeed, how               
directions were written or the fact directions were on a leaflet may have altered participants’               
performance maybe creating confusion due to the difference of the format of the instructions              
compared to navigational devices participants usually use, or perhaps slowing down           
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navigation as participants had to consult the piece of paper every time they got lost. However,                
this format is spread among the literature and is not so distant from how people usually                
receive directions even if the device differs. Furthermore, the choice of using a leaflet was               
principally determined in order to avoid memory involvement which likely would have            
altered participants’ performance as a result of differences in memory resources.  

Thirdly, the small sample size may have limited the statistics and the statistical power              
for the present study and affected the overall results. In particular, this may have affected the                
lack of significant findings regarding anxiety as few participants presented with high or             
moderate levels of trait anxiety, and so the implications of this on spatial performance could               
not be fully assessed. However, due to time constraints and a limited sample pool it was not                 
possible to recruit more participants.  

Finally, the interpretation of wayfinding strategies used by navigators was retrieved           
from a different study (Brunyé et al., 2015) that used a different format with regards to                
intersections than those employed in this study, and did not use a VE for the experimental                
task. Differences were also seen with regards to the overall strategy chosen, as in contrast to                
findings by Brunyé et al. who found that participants favoured either direction- or turn-based              
strategies, it was found here that participants either chose a predominantly landmark-based            
strategy or alternated equally between both landmark- and turn-based strategies. However, it            
has been previously determined that the use of a VE does not appear to significantly change                
individuals’ navigational performance (Winter, 2016) and Brunyé’s and colleagues’         
interpretation also seemed applicable to the format of the intersections in the current study,              
thus the difference in findings may be the result of overall group differences or due to more                 
subtle differences in the experimental stimuli.  

Despite the limitations highlighted above, the current study makes a relevant           
contribution in terms of knowledge in navigational research. Indeed, literature is somewhat            
conflicting regarding human navigation, in particular with regards to individual and gender            
differences. By assessing individual and gender differences in a VE - that is not significantly               
different from navigation in the real world (Winter, 2016)-, the present study attempts to              
further address differences in wayfinding strategies. Overall reliance on landmark-based          
information and gender differences in terms of accuracy and perceived spatial ability are             
especially important when studying human navigation and wayfinding behaviour, as they           
highlight individual and group differences that may need to be taken into account for              
defensive wayfinding in real life situations. As a resulting implication, GPS-based devices or             
similar navigational systems may increase their reliance on landmarks for navigation as            
landmarks seem crucial for guiding humans through their environment. Moreover, landmarks           
information should be constantly updated and checked for errors, as these errors could thus              
significantly affect human navigation to a higher detriment than errors associated with other             
kinds of environmental cues (e.g. with turns) as the present study appears to confirm. At the                
same time, it may be effective to ‘personalise’ navigational tools according to the individual,              
for example by taking into account the preferred strategy of the user and whether they rely                
more on landmark or turn-based information. More research is needed to better understand             
wayfinding behaviour, however, the findings of the current study already offer some insights             
for clarifying how humans navigate their environment. 
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Appendix A 
Appendix A1: Santa Barbara Sense-of-Direction pre-test questionnaire. 
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Appendix A2: STAI-T pre-test questionnaire. 
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Appendix B 
Appendix B1: The 10 textures used for the buildings in the VE. 

 

 
 

Appendix B2: The 20 textures used for the landmarks in the VE. 
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Appendix C 
List of the written instructions given to participants. 
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Appendix D 
Informed consent. 

 

 

 


